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TEE MUSICAL TIMES, 
3Wk ixagtag-flass stu1Xt. 

FEBRUARY 1, 1873. 

TIIE MODE AND THE KEY. 
By Jos}:v:Er GREEN, (Author of " The Tritone.") 

THE still conflicting opinions of recent English theorists 
are traceable to the degree in which their several systems 
lean, either towards the ancient principle of BIode, or the 
modern principle of Rey. 

l'o enter at once into the purpose of this paper it may be 
said that, from the time of Rameau, who only initiated a 
new system hy giving a quasi scientific hasis to an old one 
there are certain theorists who define the key note as the 
point of rest towards which three adjacent triads converge - 
and ultimately not only the three triads, lout all triads whicl 
have direct harmonic relation with the so-called tOllie. 

This school of theorists is the " transitional fichool," in 
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which the ancient system of mode still prevails. In reference 
to passing discussions on theovies of harmony, it may be 
broadly styled the 44 subdonlinant school." The reason for 
giving it that title is brieflyr tl-lis,--the fourth of the scale 
although essential to thx3 conAtruction of the scale or mode 
of adjacent triads on the three fundamentals F, C, G, is 
superfluous in the first indication of key, and in fact pro- 
duce,s a second key, and in relation to the centre Ct: 
becomes a new tonic. On the same principle to which it 
owes its title of subdominant, it beconles in the newer 
,system a subtonzc. The true subdonzinant in the modern 
system is the second of the Hcale. 

Any one fifth or fourth-lepresents a ,key. Of a fifth 
C: G, the lower note is a tonic, and th@ upper note is a 
dominant. In the fourth G-C:, the order is reversed, and 
melodieally lve at ollce rest UpOll the tonic. Qn t,hat 
accoullt, a ,systelll of triads laid out on a seriels of fourths or 
conjunct tetrachol d,s, shows lsoth the ancient )rinciple of 
mode and the Illodern principle of key, rather more clearly 
than the serie,s of fifths llstlally employed (see diagram). 

Limits of Central System of Ct. e t2 
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N.B. Mtith the exception of the D$t, the harmonic key of the central tOIzic i,s coulplete in the systems A, C, Er. By 
raising the tonic }'$ it would in the Tonic Sol-fa modulator overlap the Gb: as OCCUIS with the sharps and flats in the 
semitones of each tetrachord in the normal scale. The lJasis of the schenle is the comnlon fact, that tllree fifths bi+e a 
komma in excess, and three fourths a komma less when compared with the intervals, diatonic or chromatic, of the scale. 
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NEW NOMENCLATU1tE OF THE NOTES OF THE SCgE DIATONIG AND 
CJEROMATIC. 
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The reason why the fifths are preferred, is owing to the 
fascination of Rameau's scientific basis. The physical science 
in the method is of the highest importance * but the science 
itself is not yet complete, whilst in the meantime muKsic 
grows old, or must continue to advance on its own responsi- 
bility. In the series of fifths, F-C- G, we certainly 
discover the genealogy of generated sounds, as C comes 
from F, and (i from C; but if the question- 

" If Dick's father is Tom's son 
What relation is Dick to Tom ? " 

be so satisfactorily answered, it is not the end of the subject. 
It must be confessed that, whilst on the one side we have 

only as half hearted supporters such names as Fetis Logier 
Spinola, and some minor authorities, the " sublominant 
school," which is of longer standing, contains amongst its 
representatives most of the old technical theorists of- note 
and nearly all the ,scientific writers on the subject up to 
Helmholtz in our own day. But Helmholtz modifies his 
rousical system founded on the order of affinity of sounds 
by roundly confessing that it is onlv adapted to " melody." 
Mr. J. Curwen must have perceived the same truth, if we 
are to judge by his lamentationKs on the difficulties of " tran- 
sition ln harmony." 

Mr. W. W. Parkinson, who has just issued an elaborate 
treatise confirming the old doctrine, has again given the 
definition of key we have alluded to. But, surely, he cries 
key, and there is no key. lf we put the question musically 
before our eyes and attend to the dictates of our ears, we 
must feel convinced that, however s^ientific it may appear 
there is something wanting in that definition. 

If we take the three adjacent triads, and alter the succes- 
sion, we find we get two " points of rest " out of the same 
three materials, thus:- 

Point of rest. Point of rest. 
C F 

g 8 M 8 % H-8 S 89--S--" 
lt is quite evident from this example, that key is not deter- 
mined purely by the nearness of relation of ,sounds, but also 
by the 44 succession of sounds" in the first instance, and 
.secondly, by the 4' distribution of soundLs." 'l'he abstract 
triad itself is determined by the relation of sounds, and is 
also confirmed by a physical phenomenon lnown aKs the grave 
harmonic, which, to a certain extent, indicateKs the funda- 
mental of an interval or a chord. By the latter process, all 
the positive intervals of a major triad give the same funda 
mental; and all the negative intervals, with one exception, 
the minor sixth, give also the same fundamental. But the 
grave harmonic is only one, although the most important 
one, out of many descriptions of resultant tones- and we 
must have recollrse to other resultants to find why it is that 
different distributions, that is, different inversions of the 
same chord, give not only different effects, but diff^erent 
tendencies towards a certain sllecession of chords. 

We are indebted to Rameau for the general theory of 
inversion of chords, which is confirmed by modern science. 
But the science of acoustics is still in its infancr, aud in the 
time of Rameau it scarcely e2isted. 

Any musician will acknowledge that in the first two 
choPds in the e2rample given above, the tendency of the triad 
of CA is to resolve on that of FbU, and he would, we think, 
admit that in the second part of the example, in the first 
chord, the same tendency is not so pronounced; and that 
with Gl for the bass, it falls more naturally on the triad of Gk 
than with 1£ in the bass, although the prevailing tendency is 
still towards the F. 

The phybical cause of these diSerent effect3 of different 
inversion3 of chords, could only be explained during the last 
ten years, and since ilelmholtz has made new discoveries 
and reformed the old theories of resultant tones.* We vlOW 

know that one inversion of a consonant chord has a differellt 
effect to another, because, according to the distribution of 
the sounds, the timbre, colour, or klang tint of the combina- 
tion is changed by the varying degree of conflict amongst the 
over tones, difference tones, and summation tones. The most 
dissonant distribution of a major triad and irrespective of the 
timbre of the instrument and the pitcL of the octave, is what 
we commonly call the first inversion with the third in the 
bass. Inasmuch as it is more dissonant than the other fortns 
its new tonic tendency is more pronounced. 

The old school of theory treats the triad more as an abstract 
combination, each component having a fixed relation to its fun- 
damental or root. The newer school, which so far has been 
more musical, technical, aesthetical, or instinctive, thanscien- 
tific, treats the triad and all chords more in regard to their 
tonal colouring; and as physical theories advance it is 
probable that the mere instincts of the musicians wili after 
all prove to be the most scientifically correct 

As a fanciful illustration, but still a good lllustration, and 
one which theorists-even of the calibre of the late Mr. 
Hewitt-lean towards with a certain affectioll and albeit 
with a certain consciousness of its being delusive, let us 
suppose that musical intervals represent colours, and that the 
clear useless octave represents a white sound, or two grada- 
tions of light and shade, according to the pitch of the sound 
or relative intensity of white light. If the triad 1, 5, 3 
represents the primitive colours, white, red and blue, we ha+Te 
in this combination no marked colorific change until we add 
the 7b, which may represent yellow. We then get two new 
and distinct diatonic colours, the orange from 5 and 7, and 
the green from 3 and 7. 

But without pursuing the analogy of dispersed rays of 
colour, we can see that just as the resultant tones affect the 
timbre of any one interval, the addition of thirds, or the 
piling up of harmonic primes on one fundamental, is a 
gradual blending of colours, or an obscuring of the normal 
tonal relations. They do not absorb the primitive relation 
of the sounds represented by the lower and more workable 
harmonics 3 alld 5, or even the 7th harmonic to the original 
root. They only repeat in chromatic tints and neutral tints 
the effects already obtained in the positive or diatonic 
numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, and in the negative intervals or 
inversions of the primaries contained in these numbers. We 
have no occasion to climb into the mists of the higher primes 
to find a difEculty. Not only is the l9th harmonic whicll 
provides Mr. Hewitt with his ;; minor third of nature," or 
the 17th harmonic which provides Sir Frederick Gore 
Ouseley with his 4; minor third of nature," and Mr. Hewitt 
with C: an unproved sound; but everl the familiar 7th har- 
monic is with us English and with the (ikermans a 7t, 
whilst the Frenchmen invariably write it as 6$, and theAJ 
are probably nearer the truth. 

Mr. Parkinson, who has done good service in criticisinS, 
the fancy intervals of the ;; harmonic school," and bringing 
us back to the level of common practice and "adjacent 
triads," adheres to the t+vo dissonant chords of the diatonic 
scale, one of which is a triad on the dominant with an added 
minor third; and the other is a triad on the subdominant, 
with an added siacth. The two chords are however theoreti- 
cally the same, and are the inYerSions one of the other; for 
the abstract chord on any fundamental 1, 3, 5, 7b, c, e, g. by, 
gives by inxersion 1, 4, 6t, 2, c, f, af, d; butthe d:, as the 
" added sisth," of ft, is as we all know out of the scale. 

Complacently to submit to this difliculty of the addecl 
sixth, either as a .sixth, or by calling it a fifth of the 
dominant, and tnus compounding the difficulty as well as 

words, he adopts the old subjective theory of Thomas Young, which 
Helmholtz has exploded. The grave harmonics do not only affect the 
mind as " indzpendent vibrations," they arise literally from independent 
vibrations, and in that respect do not differ from the over tones or the 
rest of the resultants. This is one of the theories of Helmholtz amongst 
many others, which has been finally accepted by Donkin, Radau 
Tyndall, and all acousticians who have written since his work appeared. 
The scientific portion of the " Physiology of Music," is so invaluable to 
students of musical theory, and for years to come will give rise 
to so many practical sug8estions in harmony and instrumentation, it i5 

important that young English students bhould not be deterred from 
reading Helmholtz by any mis-statement of his theories. The very 
slight attention Mr. Parkinson seems to have given to the scientific 
theories of Helmholtz, is the more astonishing, as the two authors 
agree in many essentials in their musical sybtem3. 

* It i9 unfortunate in a work so saluable and likely to be extensively 
read by young students, that Mr. Parkinson, in his " Principles of 
lIarmony," shoLlld have conveyed an erroneous impression of the 
theories of Helmholtz. Mr. Parkinson is utterly mistalien in supposing 
that the physiological hypothesis of Helaholtz has any necessary 
connection with his theory of consonance. Mr. Parkinson chooses to 
lean on ancient authorities who are respectable in music and in almost 
any branch l)f human investigation, rather than in physicaL science. 
lIe seem3 to be of the opinion, that the grave harmonic is caused by 
"flutterings affecting the mind as independent vibrations." In other 
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and it is the root of the lovvest fifth, which we find by 
arranging the chord in thirds. 

The " subdominant schoo. " call it a chord of the ;; added 
sixth " on Ae, the subdominant of the key of E; minor. By 
a kind of optical delusion this appears at first sight the 
simplestsolution; but to find the key they have to look a 
long way in advance or behind the chord in question * in 
either case a perplexing process in modern music. In 
Wagner's music for instance, they would frequently find their 
key in a previous or following page. To have several bars 
of a composition before us, to decide the key of an abstract 
chol d or of two following chords, implies a species of 
reasoning after the fact; and it comes of muddling up the 
scale which is eonlpounded of three triads, with the key 
which is practically determined by two, anct theoretically 
if we refer to the harmonics and resultant tones of a triad, by 
one; supposing the second triad to be understood. More 
over the A:: is the supeltonic of the relative major of E: 
minor; an important consideration in modern science, and in 
the modern musical system in which the major key, mode, 
or interval iS pre-eminent. 

By the ' fundamental theory," which is an adaptation to 
equal temperarnent and practical requirements of the theories 
of the 4 harmonical school " of the last century, the chord is 
that of a ninth, eleventh or thirteenth, accordillg to the 
fundamental selected. But with every three advocates of 
the method, we have as lnany diff'erent f'undamentals selected. 

By Reicha, Alarx, and the 4' technical school," the chord 
would be called a chromatic alteration of the dominant 
harmony. ln their systems there was still a large lump of' 
the old leaven, and as in the " fundamental system," it is 
not always easy to find out to what dominant the chord is to 
l)e ref'erred. According to the underlying theories, rather 
than the developed syrstems of Reichaand Marx, Mendelssohn's 
chord should be the altered harmony of the dominant F$. 
The form of the chord is minor and chromatic, 1 3gt, 5t, 75 - 
or taking the numbelsing of' the scale, 5, 7b, 2t, i. 

The 2: is n()t in the scalar system of Bt (see diagram), but 
belongs to a system the celltre of' which is a minor third 
higher, D:V; but it can be included as a submodic chromatic. 
What 1S rather curious, it is in precisely the same position in 
regard to a bona fide, dissonant chord like the dominant 
harmony, major or nlinor, that the added sisth is in regard 
to a triad; it is a mere appendage, a passing dissonant effect 
and not an intrinsic part of the chord. The added sixth, as 
a passing discold, resolves irregularly by ascendillg to the 
third of the tOlliC. When it does not do that it is not an 
added sisth at all. 

The rllere notes of Mendelssohn's chord, a, e, f;$, c, may 
belong to several keys. Why should we pronounce the ft3 
to le a siacth of' the subdominant ot' E:, before the latter kent 
is announced '? Whv is it not the sharp subdominant of c; 
it has just left, and +^Tith an added seventh, or an added 
anything? lf the next root BA is the dominant of Et, it is 
also the subdorllinant of F#, and the rllediant of G;, alld 
could go easily to either of those keys. 

Mte have not the slightest doubt that Mendelssohn meant 
to use the triad of At, rrlinor, and added the sixth for greater 
piquancy, and according to the received theories. But to 
show how little he cared for the theory alad how little his 
method has to do with the question the progression he 
gives from the root Am to LB; is strictiy prohibited by the 
{ounder of the system, Rameau who tells us that in such an 

irregular progression, the root Ft must be understood so that 

even by tlle subdomillant system, the theoretical root is af'ter 
all the F#.* 

* We might suppose for further illustration, tbat Mendelssohn 
beginning in the key of C b, chooses to break the octave by the nearest 
division we possess, theF$. Itis a common device when we wishto 
produce a startling effect. As a question of modulation, Mendelssohn 
having to return to his key within the cramped limits of a section of 
four bars, employs at once the chromatic form of the dominant harmony 
in F:; just as we employ, as far as the notation is concerned, a 
diminished seventh in one key as a substitute for another chord in another 
key. A "license," notwithstanding the prudish objection to the term 
which the most mathematical and absolute minded theorists allow us. 
Mr. Parkinson and Mr. Hevitt both acknowledge that it has a very 
good eff^ct in modulation 

The effects of the domitlant harmony as major and aS minor and chro- 

THE ,ZICSIC£&L TIZIES. FEERUARX 1, 18 # 3. 

the chord, and to reject the precisely parallel case of 
difficulty when the sisth ofthe scale becomes the fifth of 
the supertonic, is simply special pleading, and unscientific, 
ill spite of the great names hitherto subscribed to it. To 
get over the question by driving the theory of adjacent 
triads, and tleating the triad Oll the supertonic as superfluous 
and as a variation of or substitute for the triad on the 
subdominant, is to stultify the practice of all musicians. 
Treating the d: in the combination f, a, d, as a passing 
discord if Dr. Stainer will allow us to use that term 
for illustration-is quite intelligible * and the method is 
adopted by ELelmholtz amongst the rest as a pis-aller * but 
with Helmholtz, all minor triads are of the same ambiguous 
nature; the roots or the fifths of the triads leing discords pass- 
ing to the typical major triad in ascending or descending. It 
is thus he describes the minor triad c, eb g, tt1e very first of 
the adjacent triads, as the triad of En, Witil (z$: as a sulestitute 
for B5, rather than as the triad of Ct with the Eb as a 
disturbing element. 

The musical system of Helmholtz is technicallyincomplete - 
but, no doubt, as he says himself, he is in the right direction. 
So far he leaves us, like Rameau and his imitators, with the 
old difficulty-What is a key ? What is a tonic 9 By the 
modern system, the tonic.^, as in the Pythagorean scale, are 
derived by a series of Xfths and fourths, and the chromatics 
in any one sy6tem, are the diatonics of a sub-system 

The chromatics of the mode, the chromatics of three 
degrees in the Tonic Sol-fa scale, the " central chromatics " of 
Hewitt are, as he tells us himself, mere slurs from one 
diatonic interval to another, and are, in short, homophonic 
chromatic3, or chromatics used only in melody. 

Dr. Stainer is practically right when he tells us that what 
we call chords are silllply mistures of " allied scales." The 
same fact, however, making allowance for theoretical differ- 
ences in the intervalsX is contailled in the old system of 
adjacent triads, and in Ilawitt's and Mr. Parkinson's triune 
systems and sub-systems. Allied scales of thirds are simply 
allied scales of triads major or trlinor, conjunct or disjunct, 
thus:- 

f, a, c, e, g, b, d, or c, e, g, 1), d, f, a, c. 
Conjuneot triads. Conjunctno disjunct. 

l'his one large chord, so to speak, a corrlpound not only of 
diSerenttriads, but an unclassified conglorneration of intervals 
from which we have to carve off as required contains as 
lllany indications of sepatate keys, as it contains fifths, or 
fourths which amount to the sartle thing 

But as a practical rule, the consonant intervals determine 
the root of a chord, and the dissonant intervals the key. 
Thus even in a triad, the root is determined by the fifth- 
and the mode directly, and the key indirectly, by the more 
dissonant interval, the third or mediant. When we get to a 
dissonant chord, as a, c, 6, f, the upper note of the dissonance 
e, f, is the root; but it is simply the root of the lowest fourth 
or what is the same thing, the lowest fiith in the comlination 
f; a, c, e. 

When the fifth or fourth is imperfect, it decides the root 
in virtue of its being a fifth or fourth, and the key hecause it 
is more dissonant; and what is more importallt for present 
purposes, although the sul)ject is too long to be re-explained 
here, it decides better than the perfect interval what is called 
tlle fundamental. When there is more than one impe.rfect 
fifth or fourth, there is more than one fundamental. As 
Mr. Parkinson tells us very properly, the root and the funda- 
mental are not al-ays the same. 

In the following chords from Mendelssohn's " Weddillg 
March "- 

g "< #S_ 
The root of the second chord is B4, as it is the upper note of 
the fourth, or lower note of the fifth, contained in the 
combination in any position direct or inverted. 

In the first chord, viewed as an abstract chord, the fifth 
A-E, gives the root A:>. 

The sharp fourth in the same chord gives the fundamental 
D:, and the key GA:. The upper note of the dissonance 
^shich is the lower note of another fifth, gives F " as the root, 
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Whenthe subdominant chold is employed qua subdominant 
the proper progression is from A to E- and if ve consider 
the consonant and dissonant chords on B:f as intermediate 
haxmonies, as they are calledbetween A and ? Mendelssohn's 
progression by the old system is explained; but the old 
method of explanations are generally comples, apologetic7 
bnd- defective ln system and principle, and, therefore, require 
pages of mtlsical examples to be made intelligible. Thew,7 
in fact, leave the question o£ harmorly, and ellter into the 
question of modulation. Ultimately, they verge on the 
question of form; jUBt a*3 in this case we require a whole 
section of Mendelssohns march to analyze the chords in 
relation to the two prevailing keye. In analysing chords, the 
better way is-to refer only to one root and a following root 
and always to the typical major key in the first instance. 

TheoristsX with a confasionl o£ method which is almost 
inexplicable, still teach that there i,s a key major and a key 
minor, or a minor mode of the key, and yet they work with 
an additional mode the relative minor (the A lah-mode of 
the tonic Sol-faists) which is simply the ancient iEolian 
mode; and this distilletion they do not plainly expound to 
their readers. 

We have had a mathematical school of theory, an har. 
monical school, and a technical school. These will probably 
be combined in the physical school of the future. In the 
meaIltime, we teach the theory of harmony with the lightvs 
we possess, and adapt it by various devices to equal tempera 
ment, as all technical theorists have done for the last two 
hundred year,s, some of them boldly like Christopher Sirxlpson, 
and as Dr. Stainer has done recently * some of them with a 
more or less affectation of science. As Helmholtz says, in 
allusion to musical theorists tn general 'c They begin mith a 
bzt of science." 

Neverthelessn with great deference to Professor Helmholts 
who has perhaps done more practical good for us than the 
whole series of philosophers ancient and modern, the fault 
at present i8 not altogether with the musicians ! 

BESTIVAJi SEgVIC5E AT ST. PAIJLS CATHEDRAI. 
ON Saturday, the 25th ult., the Festival of S$. Paulwas cele- 

brated at $he D&etropolitan bathedral in a manner more 
worthy the dignitisr of the occaeion $han has been usualin 
places of worship in this country. Doubtless the great 
Passion Services held in the sister church at Westminster 
{or whick &n orchestra and large chorus were brought into 
use, furnished the first suggestion for the Festival of Satur- 
da¢ Last. It is much to be desired that these may prove 
the means of influencing others in various parts of the 
country to turn their cathedrals to good use, and emphasize 
the great festivals and fasts of the ()hurch's year by perform- 
ing in the completest manner possible the great works of 
the moZ inspired musicians asi an integral portion of the 
Church Service. ThB benefit. that would &ccrue to the 
¢hurch and to art oould hardly be over estimated. Sacred 
music would irL a short time be wrested from the secular 
a^sociations of concert-halls, and the line of demarcation 
between the music of the Church and that of the World 
would be sharply and distinctly defined. The country 
(:5athedral Festiva1s too7 in which the Church is brought 
down somewhat to the level of a concert-room instead of 
the periormance being elevated and sanctified into an act 
of worship, would cease, or rather become transformed illto 
somethirlg far higher and infinitely more impressive, and 
by these means the cathedral church would gather under 
its wing the best rausical talent within its intluence, and 
would toster and purify it * and thus would be brought back 
ie good old times whenEngland's chief musicians were pro- 
dllcedand developed aolelyunder Church influences. It may 
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the consonant and dissonant chords on B:f as intermediate 
haxmonies, as they are calledbetween A and ? Mendelssohn's 
progression by the old system is explained; but the old 
method of explanations are generally comples, apologetic7 
bnd- defective ln system and principle, and, therefore, require 
pages of mtlsical examples to be made intelligible. Thew,7 
in fact, leave the question o£ harmorly, and ellter into the 
question of modulation. Ultimately, they verge on the 
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We have had a mathematical school of theory, an har. 
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ment, as all technical theorists have done for the last two 
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and as Dr. Stainer has done recently * some of them with a 
more or less affectation of science. As Helmholtz says, in 
allusion to musical theorists tn general 'c They begin mith a 
bzt of science." 

Neverthelessn with great deference to Professor Helmholts 
who has perhaps done more practical good for us than the 
whole series of philosophers ancient and modern, the fault 
at present i8 not altogether with the musicians ! 
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the means of influencing others in various parts of the 
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ing in the completest manner possible the great works of 
the moZ inspired musicians asi an integral portion of the 
Church Service. ThB benefit. that would &ccrue to the 
¢hurch and to art oould hardly be over estimated. Sacred 
music would irL a short time be wrested from the secular 
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he true that cathedral choristers at the present time, of neces- 
sity become fairly imbued with the spirit of the old 
Church composers, but it is equally true that if they desire 
to become acquainted with the great works of the later 
masters they must perforce go to the concert-room, for 
Bach, 3Iandel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn 
and Spohr are-even in their sacred works-only adequately 
represented in secular places. 

To all those, therefore, who are ansious for the welfare of 
the Church as it exists in this country, such a movement 
as this, boldly inaugurated at Westminster Abbey and ad- 
mirably followed at St. Paul>s Cathedral, must be a matter 
of profound satisfaction. 

The pron:loters must have bean somewhat surprised at the 
completeness of the success of their scheme. For whereas 
a congregation of 3,000 persons was scarcely so much 
eKpected, as hoped for, thenurnber of persons actually preserlt 
must have been close upon 8,000. Theprocession of bhe 
clergy, choristers atld orchestra to their seats in tha choir 
was performed in perfect silence, which was generally 
felt to be a mistake The solemn opening chords of the 
overture however fell with a most soothing effect upon the 
ears of the listeners, and powerfully convinced those who 
previously might have beerL sceptical as to the good eflect 
of orchestral instruments in the Church Service, that not 
only were they deJrotional in their character, but even more 
so than the organ itself. The position seleoted for the 
sermon, immediately following the overture and preceding 
the service, is wholl y incomprehensible, nor was the necessity 
for a sermon at all very apparent. The ordinary evening 
Service then followed, and was without exception admirably 
rendered, the chanting of the Psalms being particularly 
clear and distinct. The Canticles were sung to a setting by 
Stephen Elvey, specially scored for the orchestra, but neither 
in itself nor in its orchestral dress did this music impress 
its hearers with any sense of congruity or power. After 
the third collect the Anthem, or in other words, the 
selection from Mendelssohn's " St. Paul'J commenced 
and was performed in the following order: Recit, " And aB 
Saul journeyed-" Chorus, " Saul, Saul, why persecutest 
thou Me ?" Chorus, c' Rise up, arise, and shine-" Chorale 
" Sleepers, wake-" Recit, " And his companions-" Air 
" O God, have mercy *" Recit, " And there was a disciple '7; 

Air and (:hos. " I praise Theo, O Ijord " Recit, " And Ananias 
went his way;" Chorus, "O great is the depth " Recit 
"And Paul came to the conLgregation;" Duet, " Now we 
are ambassadors " Ghorus, "Eow lovely are the mes- 
sengers *" iRecit, " And they all persecuted Paul -" Air, " Be 
thou faithful unto death " Recit, "And Paui sent, and 
called the elders *" Chorus, " Far be it from thy path *" 
Recit, " What tnean ye thus to weep-'> Chorus, " See 
what love hath the Father*" Recit, "And though he hath 
offered " Chorus, "Not oniyonto him." 

The performance of this important selection of music 
hardly comes within the province of criticism. It may 
however, be stated that the effect throughout was thoroughly 
satisfactory, and justified the highest anticipations. Ths 
tenor solos were admirably sung by Mr. Kerr Gedge and 
Mr. Fred. Walker, the bass solos being given by Mr. Winn 
with a dignity and pathos which went to the hearts of all 
hearers. Mr. George Cooper presided at the organ, and at 
the and of the servlce played Bachs St. Annes Fugue in a 
manner worthy of his high reputation. To Dr. Stainer, the 
conductor, upon vwrhose shoulders rested no slight responsi- 
bility, our warmest congratulations are due. He fortunately 
appears to possess the regard and confidence of the Dean 
and Chapter in no small degree * and as with him prudence 
and enterprise appear to go hand in hand it is not difEicult 
to prophesy that St. Paul' Cathedral wili soon assume that 
position at the head of Church music in England, which 
it has orlly too long allowed others to usuvrp. 

CRYSTAL PAIjACE. 
THE Saturday afternoon concerts were resumed on the 

18th ult., the principal orchestral vworks being BeethovenSs 
Symphony in a minor and Mendelssohns " Trumpet " 
Overture, the charming music of the E3a11-room scene irx 
Auber's " Gustave " being also included in the programme. 
Signor Piatti's performance of his own Violoncello Con- 
certo was a marvellous exhibition of expressive and refined 
playing, and received, as it deserved, the warmest marks of 
approval, the last rnovement, " a 1^ Tarantelle " especially 
delighting the hearers. The vocalists were Madame Patey 
and Mr. W. Castle, $he powers of the latter really e2rcellent 
singer being somewhat too severely tased in Weber's 
demonstrative Scena from Oberon, " O, 'tis a glorious sight." 
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